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Aim:
To comment on the Lifemapper (University of Kansas 2003) software and its implementation
on the Internet.
Constraints:
This paper looks at application of the Lifemapper screen-saver software and its
implementation on the Internet. It does not attempt to examine in detail the algorithms used,
but identifies a number of issues I have observed from a user point of view.
The comments herein are not meant as a criticism in any way of Lifemapper, but are made in
the spirit of cooperation and collaboration in order to improve what is the basis of a very good
system.
Background:
Lifemapper was developed in the late 1990s to test the applicability of modelling on the
internet, and the use of distributed processing for carrying out such modelling. It began from
modest beginnings.
The first modelling of species on the internet was by the Environmental Resources
Information Network (ERIN) in Australia as early as 1994. From that early internet modelling
arose GARP (Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Production) (Stockwell and Noble 1992, Payne
and Stockwell n.dat.) a program developed by David Stockwell, now at the San Diego
Supercomputer Center in the USA. More recently, a desktop version of GARP has been
written (Scachetti-Pereira 2002), and that forms the basis of the modelling behind
Lifemapper.
From GARP, and the Species Analyst Program (Vieglas et al. 1998, Vieglas 1999) arose
Lifemapper (Beach et al. 2002, University of Kansas 2003). Lifemapper is a truly innovative
program, and is an early example of distributed processing to museum biodiversity
informatics.
Data:
Species Data
Most species’ distribution models use either presence-only data (including records from
herbaria or museums and observation data) or presence-absence data from systematic surveys.
Most of these data are point-based, although some models also include area-based or gridbased data. All species’ collection data are samples of geographic space and inevitably
incorporate some degree of spatial bias (Williams et al. 2002). Sample sites are generally
subsets of sites where the species actually occur and there are few, if any records of where a
species may have been looked for, but not found (Margules and Austin 1994).
Plant and animal specimen data held in museums and herbaria provide a vast information
resource, providing not only present day information on the locations of these entities, but
also historic information going back several hundred years (Chapman and Busby 1994).
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These data do, however, have some major drawbacks when it comes to use for modelling
distributions. Many of the records carry little geographic information other than a general
description of the location where they were collected (Chapman and Milne 1998), the
geocoding (latitude and longitude) where given is often not that accurate, especially with
historic data (Chapman 1999) and is often added at a later date by those other than the
collector (Chapman 1992). It can only supply information on the presence of the entity at a
particular time and says nothing about absences in any other place or time (Peterson et al.
1998), and it is usually collected opportunistically rather than systematically (Chapman 1999,
Williams et al. 2002) resulting in large biases – for example, collections that are highly
correlated with road networks (Chapman 1999, Peterson and Stockwell 2002).
We cannot neglect this data, however, as it constitutes the largest database of biological
information we are ever likely to have. It is estimated that there over three billion records
(OECD 1999) worth around $135-150 billion held in this form around the world (Armstrong
1992). The cost of replacing these data with new surveys would be prohibitive. It is not
unusual for a single survey to exceed $1 million to conduct (Burbidge 1991). They are an
essential resource in any effort to conserve the environment, as they provide the only fully
documented record of the occurrence of species in areas that may have undergone habitat
change due to clearing for agriculture, urbanization, climate change, or been modified in
some other way (Chapman 1999).

Fig. 1. An example of a Lifemapper application being run as a Screensaver or desktop
application (University of Kansas 2003b).
The Lifemapper project relies on presence-only data, and almost exclusively on specimen
data extracted from museums and herbaria. There is a large bias in the data as, for some
groups at least, only a few institutions are at present participating by supplying data. For
example if one selects “Plants” as one’s preferred option, one invariable only receives data
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from the University of Kansas collections, mainly collected around the US State of Kansas
(see, for example, fig. 1). Widespread species such as Taraxicum officinale, Cannabis sativa,
etc. provide only records from a small part of the US, and thus the data, by being highly
biased, leads to a heavily skewed model. Perhaps a note to this effect may be worth adding as
part of the caveat.
In spite of the claims that we (the users) are helping by modelling thousands of species, are
models as biased as some of these, worth doing at all? Perhaps a choice on the member
profile could be “only species with data from more than 5 institutions” or similar could be
added. This would give priority to the modelling of species for which there is an adequate
representation and which that may prove of some value, rather than models that may have
little no real value.
Environmental data
Just as important as the species data, is the environmental layers used to model the species
against. The theory of most environmental models is that species have certain habitat
preferences that have an environmental basis. Many models use climatological information
such as temperature, rainfall, radiation, evaporation, soil moisture etc. as the basis on which to
broadly define the habitat or ecological niche. Other models use vegetation characteristics
such as vegetation classes, detailed habitat information, correlated species, etc.
One of the important considerations in choosing appropriate environmental layers is that of
scale. Too fine a scale will lead to errors due to mismatching with the biological data being
modelled against it. Too coarse a scale may not adequately delineate the appropriate
environmental niches. Too often modellers give little consideration to scale in their selection
of environmental layers. This may, of course be due to availability as they may only be able
to use those layers that are available at the time. An obvious consideration with Lifemapper is
the size of the data sets, and the time required to model a species. Layers that are “too fine”
will result in models taking hours to produce, and this may be counterproductive by
discouraging potential users of the system (however this need not be the case with a better
implimentation of the modelling software – see below). On the other hand, layers that are too
coarse have very little meaning. For example, slope or aspect in a half-degree grid (ca. 60 km)
is a meaningless concept. A scale around 3-arc minutes (ca. 5-6 km) is about ideal for
modelling species distributions at a continental scale. Most of the species data can be
regarded as being any better than this on average, so anything finer does not make a lot of
sense other than for modelling at a regional scale. Anything courser than about 10 minutes
does not adequately delineate the environmental characteristics, and even this is too course in
most instances. Environmental layers do exist, or are being developed, for most of the world
(with the exception of South America) at 3-arc minute grid resolution. A separate report to
CRIA (Chapman 2003a) recommends the development of consistent 3-arc minute climate
grids for South America as a matter of priority.
The present implementation of Desktop GARP (Scachetti-Pereira 2002) as used in
Lifemapper is, as I understand it, inefficient in that it imports the total environmental grid
space and maps each cell in the analysis, rather than just importing those parts being used
during the analysis and only using the whole grid at the mapping and visualisation stage as is
done in other implementations of GARP (Payne and Stockwell n.dat.). This means that using
the methodology in Desktop GARP, a fine scale environmental grid will cause a slowing
down in the processing of the model. This version of GARP perhaps needs modification to
allow for use of much finer scale environmental layers than are used at present. Lifemapper
will also need to address this issue.
The choice of layers that have some meaning from an environmental point of view is also
important. I believe the selection of just one or two months as examples of temperature or
rainfall makes very little sense biologically as I will explain more fully later.
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Data Accuracy
Errors in data are common and to be expected. Errors in species’ data are particularly
common and need to be catered for. Errors in spatial position (geocoding) and in taxonomic
circumscription are two of the major causes of error in modelling. Assessment of the accuracy
of input data is essential otherwise the results of any modelling will be meaningless.
Correcting errors in data and weeding out the bad records is a time consuming and tedious
process (Williams et al. 1994). A detailed discussion of data error is beyond the scope of this
paper and is the subject of separate reports to CRIA (Chapman 2003c, 2003d).
Although one can produce a perfectly good looking model from poor data; a model that may
even be regarded as being “better than random”, it does not mean that the model has any
meaning in reality when predicting the occurrence or non-occurrence of a particular species.
The better and more accurate the input data, the better the resultant model is likely to be.
Lifemapper:
Below I have expanded on the Layers used in Lifemapper and provided some comments.
1. Scale
“They were originally on a scale of 0.5 degree cells, and were later
generalized to 1 km cells to match the scale of terrain and other data
sets.” (University of Kansas 2003)
Climate data is available for the whole of the earth’s surface at 10-minute grid resolution
(Hijmans 1999, New et al. 2002). If one is going to generalize to a 1 km grid, why not use
the 10-min data rather than the 0.5 degree data (a improvement in resolution of 9 times). I
have seldom seen data as mixed in scale as the Lifemapper layers are, prove very
successful in modelling. The use of 1km would, to me seem to be too fine for most of the
biological data. I would be tempted to generalize the 10-minute climate data to about 3minute resolution and use either Cubic Convolution or Bilinear Interpolation algorithms to
reclassify the terrain data to the same scale. However, because of the scale issue with slope
and aspect mentioned above, using terrain at 1 km and the climate at 10 minute may be a
reasonable compromise. They should, however, be brought to the same coordinate system,
one being area based and the other geographic.
2. Climate layers
“The main climate parameters used by Lifemapper are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Diurnal temperature range
Ground-frost frequency
Maximum temperature
Mean temperature
Minimum temperature
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All those parameters are used as year averages from 1961 to 1990, and
also the averages for the months of January and July for the same
period.” (University of Kansas 2003)
The use of just two months (January and July) makes very little sense to me for a number
of reasons. January and July are not necessarily the most relevant or important months in
many parts of the world. This has been recognised in a number of modelling programs, for
example FloraMap (Jones and Gladkov 2001) and ANUCLIM (Houlder et al. 2000). Both
treat the problem in different ways, however, both have recognised it as an issue.
One needs to think about what the biological entities (plants or animals) are responding to.
For the example here, I will use plants. One of the most important factors on determining
where a plant may grow is the relationship between rainfall and temperature. Agronomists
have relied on this knowledge for thousands of years, and hence summer and winter
plantings of different crops. Some species respond to rainfall at certain times of the year
(Spring or Autumn are common), others at other times. Rainfall in the middle of winter has
little or no effect on a species that is dormant during that period. In more tropical areas,
however, this may be the key growing period, as many plants shut down to reduce
transpiration over summer when it is too hot, and most of the growing is done during the
cooler period of the year. Alternatively, a long dry period in the middle of a hot summer
may have a much larger detrimental effect on a plant than the same long dry period during
the middle of winter.
For these reasons, and as a result of many years of modelling experience, the developers of
ANUCLIM incorporated a number of environmental layers that have proved (over 30 years
of modelling) to be key driving forces for a large majority of species’ distributions. These
layers are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rainfall of the hottest quarter
Rainfall of the coolest quarter
Mean temperature of the wettest quarter
Mean temperature of the driest quarter
Rainfall of the wettest quarter
Rainfall of the driest quarter
Mean temperature of the warmest quarter
Mean temperature of the coolest quarter

If one wished to reduce the number of layers, then I would suggest just using the first four.
It has also been found that using the three-monthly (quartile) periods has more meaning than
using just single months.
Using this concept, I recently created layers for South America at 10-minute resolution and
mapped the results (fig.2). You begin to see distinct summer/winter rainfall patterns
emerging that are not obvious from using just the January and July monthly figures.
Figure 2 also shows some areas where the driest three months occur in the same period as
the wettest. This may appear an anomaly, but the three wettest months could be January,
February, March, and the three driest March, April and May. This does occur in some areas
with very low rainfall - for example, in some of the desert areas in north-eastern Brazil.
By using just January and July layers you also tend to negate the possibility of modelling
between the northern and southern hemispheres. If you have a species with most records in
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the northern hemisphere, for example, and develop your rules (i.e. it likes a hot July), then
applying those rules to the southern hemisphere won’t work, where July is the cool month.

A

B

Fig.2. Maps of South America showing when the driest (A) and wettest (B) three months
occur – red = summer (three months beginning Nov, Dec, Jan), brown = autumn (three
months beginning Feb, Mar, Apr), blue = winter (three months beginning May, Jun, Jul)
and green = spring (three months beginning Aug, Sep, Oct).
Wind is a layer that has proved of very little value in modelling in most parts of the world.
In the USA, for example there are many meteorological stations that record wind (speed,
direction, etc.). In much of the rest of the world, however, such stations are very sparse. To
develop surfaces for wind, such criteria as distance from coast have been tried, along with
slope and aspect, however these prove quite unreliable in developing robust climate
surfaces, especially once the distance from the coast is greater than ca. 250 km. Also, wind
has very little impact on species occurrences except in a very few areas (southern Argentina,
high mountains, coastal areas and islands). The climate in these areas is generally delineated
by the other layers being used, so I see no good reason for including it. There are other
more important layers that could be included.

Fig. 3. Combined land-surface and sea-surface temperatures (degrees Centigrade) 18611998, relative to the temperature between 1961 and 1990 (from UNEP 2003).
One layer not used in Lifemapper, that often proves of great value is the Coefficient of
Variation of Rainfall. It is easily calculated from the raw data.
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The use of a climate period of 1961-1990. This period covers the beginning of a climate
change response to greenhouse (see fig. 3) and is not truly representative of the longer-term
climate for many species. It may be perfectly satisfactory for short-lived species (annuals,
short-lived perennials, animals, etc.), however there may be problems using such layers for
longer-lived tree species. Just because a tree lives in a particular location in today’s climate,
does not mean that that is its preferred climate. For example, the Huon Pine in Tasmania is a
tree that lives for 2000 years. The climate satisfactory for it to thrive and reproduce may be
quite different from today’s climate. It may still be growing at point ‘X’, but is it
reproducing, or just surviving? By modelling the species using the climate of the last thirty
years, we are making some massive assumptions. Similarly, many wrong assumptions are
made about climate-change and its affects on species’ distributions. Often I hear statements
such as ‘this species will move …’, or ‘the rainforest will move …’, but what is more likely
is that the rainforest may well survive for many hundreds of years in its existing location,
even though the climate may not be ‘satisfactory’, but it will gradually decline as the
composite species fail to reproduce. Some seedlings may thrive on the edges in new areas,
but reproduction will not keep up with current rates of climate change and whole vegetation
types will not just ‘move’ from one place to another. This concept also applies to past
changes in climate.
Modelling of fish distributions using atmospheric climate layers. Another concern I have is
the use of these layers for modelling fish distributions. I’d be interested to hear what fish
experts say about the results (although from the scale of the modelling it may be difficult to
say a lot). Atmospheric climate often has little to do with the location of fish species,
whereas criteria such as water temperature, oxygen content, pH, stream flow, etc., etc. have
a far greater influence. Water temperature may have little relationship to atmospheric
temperature in the area. It may be more related to the temperature hundreds of kilometres
upstream – in the mountains, for example. Also flow-rate may be totally unrelated to the
rainfall of the area, but directly related to rainfall hundreds of kilometres upstream. Attempts
to model fish species in Australia, using climate layers such as these, has proved totally
unreliable, and of little value.
3. Terrain-related layers
“The terrain related layers were obtained from the United States
Geological Survey - USGS on a scale of 1:250.000. Those layers were
later processed to grids with 1 km cells.
•

•
•

•

•

Aspect: describes the direction of maximum rate of change in the
elevations between each cell and its eight neighbors. It can essentially be
thought of as the slope direction;
Flow directions: defines the direction of flow from each cell in the
Digital Elevation Model to its steepest down-slope neighbor;
Flow accumulation: defines the amount of upstream area draining into
each cell. It is essentially a measure of the upstream catchment area. The
flow direction layer is used to define which cells flow into the target cell;
Slope: describes the maximum change in the elevations between each
cell and its eight neighbors. The slope is expressed in integer degrees of
slope between 0 and 90;
Compound Topographic Index or CTI: it is commonly referred to as
the Wetness Index, is a function of the upstream contributing area and
the slope of the landscape. The CTI is calculated using the flow
accumulation (FA) layer along with the slope. In areas of no slope, a CTI
value is obtained by substituting a slope of 0.001. This value is smaller
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than the smallest slope obtainable from a 1000 m data set with a 1m
vertical resolution.” (University of Kansas 2003).
I have no problem with these layers. The Wetness Index, linked to soil texture can
produce another valuable layer in Soil water-holding Capacity. It may be worth
looking at.
4. Vegetation and land-use
“Vegetation and land use data was obtained from University of
Maryland and it comprises the layers:
•
•

Percentage of tree cover
Land use land cover type” (University of Kansas 2003).

My main comment here is related to what you are trying to model. Is it historic distribution
or present day distribution? If you want to show the species range prior to clearing, one
needs to use a “pre-European” or “pre agricultural revolution” land cover layer. If, on the
other hand, you want to use a current day distribution, then it will depend on the organism
being modelled. If it is a forest tree species, then it won’t occur where the land has been
thoroughly cleared (for wheat cropping, urbanisation, etc.), in which case you want that
layer to be over-riding and thus best used as a GIS layer at the end to remove cleared areas
from the modelled distribution. In other cases, the species may thrive perfectly well in
cleared areas (weeds, grasses along roadsides and fence lines, various insect species, etc.).
I have always found these layers better used in a GIS as a clip layer after modelling. I have
not found them very successful when used within the model themselves. More stable layers
– soil texture, surficial geology, etc. may be better layers to include, although these may be
difficult to obtain as consistent layers for the whole world.
5. GARP
There are a number of issues I have raised with respect to the GARP method of modelling in
a separate report to CRIA (Chapman 2003b). In that report I suggested a number of ways that
I believe that GARP could be improved as a modelling tool. These include the development
of probability surfaces rather than straight presence/absence output, use of different methods
for resampling environmental layers, use of different environmental layers as discussed
above, incorporation of non-climate layers such as ndvi, soil texture, soil moisture, surficial
geology, etc., incorporation of ‘what-if’ scenarios and an improved visual output.
I see a number of directions that GARP (and hence Lifemapper) may consider for the future.
These include:
a. Extension into the aquatic environment
This may be a longer-term research project, but there is a lot of research going on around
the world in the fresh-water aquatic environments. It makes no sense to use broad
climatic layers in a model for modelling fish species as mentioned above. The water
temperature, oxygen content, pH, water flow, etc. may be far more important.
b. Extension into marine areas
Consideration could be given in the longer term to extending GARP (Lifemapper)
modelling methodologies into the marine. There are very few, if any, good models
available for modelling species in a marine environment. I believe that GARP would be
ideal in this scenario. This is a major research project however, and would need funding.
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c. Inclusion of a range of climate periods
As mentioned above with long-lived trees, and for purposes of studying climate change, I
would see value in GARP in the future including options of using a series of climate
layers covering several 30-year periods (1910-1940, 1940-1980, 1970-2000) as well as a
100-year period to capture variations across the century.
d. Inclusion of ndvi as a layer
Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (ndvi) – a derived layer from Remote Sensing
that has a strong link to vegetation, could be included as a layer in GARP as suggested
above. This could be used (without necessarily knowing what the colours actually mean)
to exclude cleared areas, agricultural land, etc. The inclusion of layers from different
months would be able to increasing differentiate between different vegetation types.
These layers are available for the whole world at 1 km resolution (AVHRR).
Conclusion
One can lie with maps just as easily as one can lie with statistics (Wein 2002), and probably
have them believed easier.
It is so easy to produce a pretty map showing a species model, but what does it actually mean
to the environment. How does it reflect the environmental variables, and is it of value in
understanding and managing the species or the environment. I believe that in many cases, the
reason for doing modelling has been lost site of, and that the results have not been looked at
critically from an environmental viewpoint. In many cases, environmental layers have been
used without critical examination of why those layers are being used, and whether they are
the best layers in the circumstances. A model is only one of a range of hypotheses on the
possible distribution of a species or its possible range. Too often people see a model as an end
product in itself – it isn’t – it is merely another tool to help in our understanding of the
environment and the species that make up that environment. Modelling should not just be
another academic exercise!
I believe GARP has come a long way since its early days as a command driven program back
in Australia in the mid 1990s. The development of Desktop GARP has improved its
useability and made it available to a much wider audience. It still has some way to go of
course!
Lifemapper has shown a good beginning, and statistics are showing an increasing interest in
it. I believe it is at a stage, however, where it may require an extensive overview, to cover
some of the issues I have mentioned above. I look forward to seeing and using future
versions.
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